the lingo of medical men.

colloquialism. vernacular.
vulgarism. slang. cant. patois. argot. jargon.

the shopkeepers’ jargon.

the military jargon.

the Kasnani patois.

given birth to. productive. self-increasing. generative. generator. procreative. generational. parturient. parturition. labo(ure)
giving birth to. to be delivered. to produce. to generate. to bear. to deliver (a child). to give birth to. to procreate. to whelp. to spawn. to litter.

this woman has given birth to several children all of whom have died.

born. generated. whelped. spawned. generated. whelped. spawned.

this problem is spawned by poverty.

desert rat.

vax. musk cat.

garbage. litter.

sweepings. rubbish. dirt.

garbage. can.

garbage disposal. orderly bin. dust bin. garbage man.

tongue. language. dialect. speech. slang. lingo. vernacular. parlance. patois. cant. jargon. argot. pidgin.

dumb or mute language.

linguist.

polyglot. polyglot.
tongueless. dumb.

local dialect.

he had a lisping speech.

professional slang or jargon.

eponymous.

mounting apophysis.

adontal apophysis. orbitary apophysis.

pteroid apophysis.

pyramidal apophysis.

semi-lunar apophysis.

sphenoidal apophysis.

styloid apophysis.

transverse apophysis.

uneiform apophysis.

vaginal apophysis.

zygomatic apophysis.

angle of refraction.

solid angle.

angle of polarisation.

spherical angle.

angle of minimum deviation. supplementary angle.

cornerstone.

vertex of an angle.

diagon.

goniometer.

angle of reflection.

goniometry.

protractor.

goniometer.

devout or ascetic (person). austere. hermit.

devoutly (as a hermit).

devout. ascetic. asceticalism.

austerity. devoutness. abstemiousness.

birth. parturition. generics. spawning.

colony hospital.

aegion.

aegion.

removed. removing. passing away. disappearing. fading. lapsing. obliterator. vanishing.

to disappear.

to fade. to be forgotten. to lapse. to vanish. to pass away.

to cause to die.

to obliterate. to remove. to fade.

the colo(u)r of the old paintings have completely faded.

zaiwan.

zaiwan.

zaiwan.

pl. zaiwans.

zaiwan.

apophysis. outgrowth. swelling.

mastoid bone.

mastoid process. mastoidal apophysis.

acromial apophysis.

articular apophysis.

sacral apophysis.

coronal apophysis.

coronal apophysis.

coronal apophysis.

sacral apophysis.
The document contains a page with text written in both Arabic and English. The text appears to be a mix of poetic and prose elements, with some sections possibly discussing philosophical or literary themes. The text includes multiple paragraphs and mentions of names or titles, possibly indicating references or parodies. There are also sections that appear to be lists or phrases, suggesting a variety of contexts or topics being discussed.
She fell from the horse and her face received cuts (was lacerated). A wound in the body.

Remove, deterging, (in combs, as in: a sore spot on the forehead.
The wound, injured, ulcer, sore. ulceration, ulcerous.

Abrasion, sore, spot, cut, injury, stab.

A piece of the stomach. My hand is sore.

A ulcerous body, ulcerous, abrasion of the skin.

A sore spot on the forehead.

A cut was made in his hand with a sharp knife.
woven with gold.
brocaded. brocade. gold cloth. orphrey.
weaving brocades.
brocade. gold cloth.
mammonist.
mammonism.
roan. sorrel.

clad in gold. overlaid with gold. covered with gold. gold-plated.
Zoroaster. Zaratustra.
Zoroastrian.
Zoroastrian.

(safflower.)

thrall. peon. serif. vassal.
slave-girl. bondswoman.
gold-bearing. saline.
aurifereous. very rich. productive.
fertile. boananza.
yellow. pale. orange.
gold.

gold money.

yellow (pale) color(s).

amber.

the yellow (oriental) race.

the yellow peril.

yellow ochre.

yellow rose.

to turn yellow. to grow pale.
to make or paint yellow.
to make pale. to yellow.

geography.

river. Howang Ho.

Yellow Sea.

gall. bile. sanies.
labor.

bilary. bilious. choleric.
biliary. bilious. choleric.

bearing.

overlaid with gold. gilded. gold-plated. to plate or overlay with gold. to gild.

(bot.) birthwort.

weaver of brocades.

he made a quick turn.
to trim the dead branches off the tree.
to fell to throw down.
to give (make. mention) an example.
to cite an example.
to put up (pitch) a tent.

install a new bulb.

gum (of wild almonds).
collusion.

conspiracy. under the table deal.
to collude. to conspire.

conflict. fight. skirmish. scuffle.
skirmish.
to fight. to skirmish. to scuffle.

zoo.

zoo.-

zoo. arabia.

zoo.

friendship rubs off man's gloom.

beaten. struck. smitten.

stricken. afflicted. fed up. disgusted.
damaged (by holes. tearing off. etc.)
cloaked. blase. quiescent. (also used in combs. meaning "struck. suffering from" etc. as in: zoro.

he was beaten. severely.
sunburned. sunburned. sunstuck.

smitten with dread.
terror-stricken.
potency.

blank.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.

unhappy. (z.) giraffe.
Dutch gold.  • made of gold leaf, thin as gold leaf.
• aurii-argentiferous.
• armory(u). mail, chain mail, steel plate, shielding.
• cont of mail, cuirass.
• brassart.
• manufacturer of chain mails.
• armory(u). bear, armiger.
• armory(u). clad, armory(u) plated.
• armory(u) red car.
• ironead.
• armory(u) plated.
• cuisse, cuish.
• vambrace.
• armorer.
• greave.
• cuirass, breastplate.
• armory(u). pierce.
• camail.
• armory(u) red vehicle (car).
• armory(u) red force.
• brocaded silk.
• brocated, brocatile.
• golden, auric, auriferous.
• tricked.
• adorned or overlaid with gold.
• to set in gold, to inlay (damascene) with gold.
• to be charred, to be carbonized.
• coal.
• activated carbon.
• gas carbon.
• ligneous, brown coal.
• to coal, to char, to carbonize.
• black ink.
• a gristy beast.
• an awkward dancer.
• a clumsy style.
• obscene words.
• indecent scenes.
• to uglify.
• ill-tempered.
• ugly, ill-favoured.
• homely, ill-looking.
• ugliness, homeliness.
• Zest chorie.
• Zest woffly.
• Zest sooty.
• using obscene words, scurrile.
• Zest kowly.
• Zest crooky.
• Zest sultry, sultry.
• surly, cross, ill-humoured.
• Zest vongly.
• evil - natured, ill-natured.
• sordid, sordid, scurrilous.
• Zest cowly.
• Zest blace.
• sweat - band.
• clottering, chirping, peeping.
• Zest kite.
• wedding, (consummation of) a marriage, nuptial procession.
• wedding night.
• pitch.
• asphalt, Jew's - pitch, bitumen.
• stingy, morose.
• Zest chonny.
• Zest kowly, Zest crooky.
• in the opinion of.
• to have a cold in the head.
• cold in the head, corryza.
• to have a cold in the head.
• puirty, piety.
• Zachariah, Zacharias.
• poor rate or alms as prescribed by Islam.
• Zachar'iah, Zachari'as.
• pure, pious.
• fudge.
pertaining to emeralds.
emerald color(u)r.
emerald-color(u)r, inlaid with emeralds.
category, group, clique.
cotery, class.
he has bought two pieces (parcels) of land.
land speculation.
doing homage.
doing homage, bowing down, prostration.
land surveyor, land rover.
geometry.
land survey, land measurement, land raving, hiking.
geoid.
geodesy, geotics.
geologist, geographer.
geology.
structural geology.
geochemistry.
geotropism.
paralytic, confined, lies to the ground, bedridden.
earthquake, earth tremor, quake, seismicism.

Zamzam (name of a well in Mecca).
humming, whispering.
murmuring, crooning, murmuring.
to hum, to croon, to murmur.
if the teacher's lesson (lecture) were a whisper of love.

he buzzed something in my ear.
he murmured.
their disagreement (disatisfaction) to me.

they usually wintered in Kashan.
hibernation.
hibernal, wintry.

in this connection, on these lines.
to prepare (or save) the way for.
laying the groundwork, laying plots, intrigue.

flute, pipe, reed.
rein, bridle.
slipping, blunder.
tailless sheep.
limpid, transparent, clear, lucid.
aquous, limpidity, (fem.
slow.
synovial.
aquous, humour.

New Zealand.

during the time of Nader Shah.
chronometer, chronoscope.
chronograph.

Zamzam

Zamzam.

Zamzam.

Zamzam.

Zamzam.

Zamzam.

Zamzam.

Zamzam.
bustard.

adulterine person.

matrimony, marriage. 

conjugal life, wedlock, wedding, nuptials, 
to join (take) in marriage, to marry, to wed.

adulterer, adulterous, fornicator, fornication, 

women and man are equal in the eyes (in front of the law).

my grandfather had several wives.

feminist.

to take a wife for, to marry.

to take a woman, to marry a woman, to wed, to spouse, the fair sex, female (feminine), gender.

gynocracy, gynocracy, gynarchy.

Hassan’s behavior is womanish.

womanly virtues.

gynecology, gynaecology.

gynecologist.

dressmaker.

stepmother.

womannizer, whoremonger, ladykiller.

whoring, womanizing.

to womanize.

handbarrow.

brother’s wife, sister-in-law.

brother’s wife, sister-in-law, crossbow, spring.

operated by a spring.

socket of a candlestick, sconce.

(fam. p. inf. irreg.) iris, flag, lily

(bot.) white lily.

adultery with a married woman:

a Christian’s or Jew’s girdle.
to chime a bell.

Stain left after a distemper.

Acetate of copper.

Leggins, rust.

Rust - colo(u)red, rubiginous.

Zanabiz (native) or (dialect) of Zanzibar.

Zanabiz.

Zambura.

Crotals.

Rustiness, rust corrosion, rusted, rusted, corroded.

Corrosion.

Exposed to rust.

Hawk bell, little bell.

Urecolate.

Rust proof, stainless.

Furnished with a bell, ringing.

Blackamoor, Negro.

Alarm clock.

Tam-tam, tambourine (with metal discs or jingles).

Bereft of one's wife, widower.

Repellent, repulsive, shocking, pungent.

To ring, to toll, to chime, to clang.

Doorbell.

Electric bell, hand-bell.

Intercom.

To ring for a servant.

To take into custody.

To become jailed or imprisoned.

The soul of the child came into him again and he revived.

An animated cartoon.

The quick and the dead.

Sadducee, atheist, dualist.

Zanah, fetiche, divination.

Effeminate, womanish.

Aunt, niece.

To live, to exist, to subsist, to survive.

The life that couples have lived together for more than fifty years.

To live happily.

To sell, to dispose of.

We cannot exist without air.

To subsist on other men's charity.

My life had (and becomes) gradual death.

Life is but a span.

Philogony, xeromorphous.

To go wrong, to go wrong.

Zanah, fetiche, divination.

To become jealous or imprisoned.
the train arrived in the station one hour too early, an early morning. as early as possible. an irritable person.

be touched about personal attacks.

quick-tempered, irritable. quick to get angry. irascible. an irritable leader.

to exercise force, to use force.

to exert oneself, to work hard. to press upon, to push.

tension. by force, compulsorily. by force of arms.

to strain one's strength.

test of strength (power). exercise of bodily strength.

to test one's strength.

powerful, wrestler or athlete. overwhelming, overpowering. crushing, submerging, defeating. overcoming.

he will come soon. he will come soon.

soon, shortly, before long, in the near future. so soon. very soon.

easily obtained. easily found. easily accessible.

force, power, strength, violence, compulsion. coercion, brawn, dint, might. vigour, stoutheartedness, vitality, invigoration. energy, illegal (remark). unsound, constraint, potency, energy.

to use force.

he is strong, his power is great. a man of great strength.

one cannot always succeed by violence. weak, feeble. could.

be obliged out of compunction.

getting up early. early rising. early rising.

the guests entered the hall in couples. zine-copper couple.

his wife has gone to Tabriz. polygamy.

be quick, hurry up.

he took the money quickly and ran away.
poisonous, toxic, venemous. 

birthrate, natality. 

fishing-line. 

drain (pipe), drainer. 

drainage. 

to drain, to construct a drainage (sewer) system for. 

archer's thumbstall. 

fetid smell (of meat). 

cyst, stinking fat. 

lace, groove, rim. 

be pegged out. 

well done! what a great thing. 

string, chorded. 

string, musical instruments. 

towards, to. 

the Shah is. 

coming towards you as a guest. 

live thou, living, (used also in combos. 

as in:) 

be happy and live happily. 

garb, appearance. 

dress, (geog.) Zurich. 

fauna, living. 

microbe. 

much, plenty, many, numerous, too. 

i was frightened to death. i was stuck with horror. 

too many. 

numerous people. 

excessive rain. 

a great crowd. 

(totally money. 

he was greatly disturbed. 

he spoke very much. 

the tea is too hot. 

excessive, over or beyond. 

the limits. 

be increased or multiplied. 

flower. 

urine, piss. 

to make water. 

to piss, to urinate. 

to piss in (to wet) the bed. 

to piss blood. 

the horse urinates. 

asparagus. 

toxogenic. 

(bot.) primrose. 

poisoned, venemous. 

to poison, to impregnate with poison. 

(abominous. 

abominous, piety, austeritry. 

asceticism. 

asphodel. 

exertion of force. 

hypocritical, hypocritically. 

hypocrisy, religiosity. 

poison, venom, toxicity. 

bane, toxin. 

morphine is a deadly poison. 

the venom of the snake. 

snake poison! shut up. 

(a deadly bane. 

a deadly poison. 

to poison a person. 

to poison oneself. 

to make bitter or disagreeable. 

to intimidate one by taking severe measures. 

exertion of strength. 

gymnasium, palestra, sports club. 

boat, gondola, canoe. 

(bot.) carina, heel, navicular, scaphoid. 

to the nose (of a person). 

(a) who makes unjustified demands or illogical remarks, bully, tyrant, oppressor. 

making illogical remarks or unreasonable demands, tyranny, oppression, bullying, coercion. 

powerful, strong, athlete. 

(exercise of) power. 

haught. 

(geog.) Zurich. 

howling, puling. 

yelping, yowling, waiting, to howl, to yelp, to wait, to. 

pale, to yowl, to whine, to whimper. 

the wind howled wildly. 

the dog was yelping. 

the wind was howling in the trees. 

the sick child was pulling. 

to the nose of a person. 

(bot.) hyssop. 

catgut, cord, bowstring, rim. 

(to) gourds, (geom.) chord, hypotenuse. 

to back out, to show the white feather, to throw the towel.
wiry - - washy.
slip - - slope, watery.
oil of vitriol.
(bot.) olive tree.
olive oil.
margosa - - tree, azedarach.
olive green.
(bot.) oleaceae.
olivaceous.

a lovely day.
graceful manners.
an elegant style.
a dainty dress.
a comely (becoming) dress.
a delicate skin.
the fair sex.
a fine handwriting.
a well-favored red-headed aged woman.

John Doe and Richard Roe, a certain person, somebody.
muscle may be increased.
may his honor be increased.

Joan is sleeping under (beneath) the tree.
Nader swims underwater.

Kowroosh placed the book under (beneath) the table.
Joan is sleeping under (beneath) the tree.

Ziba is a beautiful painter.

a well-formed athlete.

beauty, elegance, loveliness, attractiveness.
beauty parlour.
her beauty drew everyone's attention.

in one of the lower floors.

mercury, quick silver.

mercurial, hydriagric.

becomingness, elegance.
becoming.

the elegance of Nezam's style.

the elegance of Nezam's style.

beauty, elegance, loveliness, attractiveness.
beauty parlour.
her beauty drew everyone's attention.

beauty, elegance, loveliness, attractiveness.
beauty parlour.
her beauty drew everyone's attention.

overindulgence.

excess. in temperance extravagance.

to extravagate.
to indulge, to overindulge, to dissipate to go beyond one's limits, to exceed one's limit.
to extravagate.
in making demands.
to indulge oneself in drinking, to overindulge in drinks.

disipation of one's resources.

extortion.

overcharging.
excess, surplus, much.
extravagant, superfluous, spare, additional.
too much, excessive, unwanted.
surplus books.

spare time.
do you have more money than you need?
be kind toward your subordinates.

cruel to inferiors. bully.

injury. 

subordination. writing pad. mausoleum.

subcostal.

sublingual. hypoglossal.

subtend. 

vulture. hypogym.

subterranean. underground. 

underground, subway, metro.

substructure. 

substructure, roadbed. infrastructure. 

groundwork(s).

he served under the flag for two years.

submarines. 

cuts. dermis. beneath. 

the skin. hypodermic. hypodermica.

subcutaneous. hypodermic. hypodermal.

hypodermic injection.

underwear.

undergarment. underclothes.

underbust. 

underbelly. hypogastrum.

hypogastric.

underpants.

drawers. trunks. pants.

submaxilla. 

submaxillary.

submaxillary. linden. barren.

jujube tree. basswood. lime tree.

(bot.) liliaceae.

subarctic. subantarctic.

infrared.

clever.

smart. shrewd. ingenious. astute.

(min.) zirconia.

cleanness.

ingenuity. sagacity. keenness.

subarctic. 

subarctic. 

subarctic.

underwear. 

undergarment. underclothes.

clothing (ty). 

undercover. underhanded.

subacute.

towel. horse. rail. rack.

hypogastrum.

diaxial pair.

hypogeal.

vault. ground floor.

sopranist.

submarine. sub. undersea. subaqueous.

underlying.

underdog. inferior. subordinate. lower.

below. subdued.

to subjugate.

mines. subterranean passage. tunnel.

tunnel under (something). 

tunnel to. to undermine. to excavate. to mine. 

to honeycomb. to sap.

footnote. subitle. 

caption. postscript. subentry. subtopic. 

footnote.  

footnote.  

(bot.) cumin or caraway.(seed). cumin.

cumin seed.

caraway seed.

to carry coal to Newcastle.

outside. (of a shoe).

lower. inferior. under. underneath.

bottom. the lower one.

the bottom coat over coat. mine.

undermentioned. following. lowest. lowermost. inferior. 

undermost. undertop. sub-.

hypog.

subvenience. life. living.

living. 

to live. to subsist. 

environment.

ecology.

bioluminescence.

biometry.

biologist.

biology.

biochemistry.

biophysics.

biosphere.

biotype.

to live. to subsist. to exist.

decoration of the sun. 

tailless. sheep. 

(to) tail.

underwear. 

undergarment. underclothes.
bathymetry, bathometry. sounding. fathoming.

to sound, to fathom.

echo sounder.

apparent depth.

having deep insight. keen-sighted.

abyssal.

depth. profundity. bathyal.

gesture.

movement. motion. comportment.

to pose. to put up a front.

gelatin. jelly.

blasting gelatin.

(gen.) Genoa. gene.

genetics.

shabby, wore-out.

tatters. tattered. shred. rag. patched garment.

in tatters.

(one) clothed in rags.

general.

open work. opening. pinking.

do open work. to pink.

to pierce. to perforate.

the fourteenth letter of the Persian alphabet pronounced like "w" in "measure".


Japanese.

(bot.) double cone flower.

jade. jade stone.

a variety of hard stone. cornflake. camelthorn which the camel finds too tough to chew. idle talk.

idle talker. babbler. backbiter.

(geog.) Geneva.

Jupiter.

deep. profound. abundant. bathy.

the profound thoughts of Shakespeare.